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A B S T R A C T
The interaction between quinoa proteins isolate (QP isolate) and the negatively charged polysaccharide ι-Car-
ragennan (Carr) as a function of pH was studied. Experimental measurements as turbidity, hydrophobic sur-
face, ζ-potential, and hydrodynamic size were carried out. Associative interaction between QP and Carr was
found in the pH range between 1 and 2.9. When both molecules are negatively charged (pH > 5,5), a pure
Coulombic repulsion regime is observed and the self-association of QP due to the Carr exclusion is proposed.
In the intermediate pH range, the experimental data suggests that the charge regulation mechanism can over-
come the electrostatic repulsion that may take place (and an attraction between QP and Carr can still be ob-
served). Computational simulations by means of free energy derivatives using the Monte Carlo method were
carried out to better understand the interaction mechanism between QP and Carr. QP was modeled as a sin-
gle protein using one of the major proteins, Chenopodin (Ch), and Carr was modeled as a negatively charged
polyelectrolyte (NCP) chain, both in the cell model framework. Simulation results showed attractive interac-
tions in agreement with the experimental data.
© 2017.
1. Introduction
Foods are complex systems composed among other components of
proteins and polysaccharides. These two biopolymers play an impor-
tant role on the food structure, characteristics and stability due to their
functional and textural properties [1]. In particular, protein in food is
gaining more value due to its capacity to act on several different hi-
erarchical structural scales from the molecular (where the functional
properties depend directly on the protein structure) to a mesoscale
(where the function depends on the ability of proteins to interact, form
and stabilize mesostructures) and macroscale (where the function is
an interplay of mesostructures). This new hierarchical model to de-
fine the functional properties of food proteins is based on the structural
length scale required for them to achieve a particular function [2].
Starting with the molecular scale, the functional properties of pro-
teins influence the final quality of many foods, and they depend on
the structure of the proteins: particle size, hydrophobicity and zeta
potential. These factors determine how the proteins interact with the
solvent, with other components in the dispersion and among them-
selves. These parameters are altered by several conditions, such as
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concentration, polarity of the medium, ionic strength, presence of
other components and pH [3,4].
Solubility is one of the most important factors in determining the
techno-functional properties of food proteins [5]. Solubility is highly
dependent on the structure of the proteins and the solution pH, and the
balance between forces underlying protein-solvent and protein–pro-
tein interactions mostly determine it. This balance is affected by the
pH, salt and the presence of co-solutes among others factors [5].
Here, we explore the molecular and mesoscale properties related
with proteins from quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd), a pseudoce-
real with high protein content and with an appropriate amino acid bal-
ance for human consumption [6]. Particularly, the quinoa protein is
gaining increasing interest not only because it contains higher content
of proteins than other grains but also because it is a gluten-free grain
[7]. Quinoa is predicted as an important future trend in the food indus-
try. The main uses of quinoa are well reported in the literature includ-
ing not only food and drinks, but also medical and repellent applica-
tions. In fact, films based on quinoa proteins and chitosan were stud-
ied as well [8].
The major quinoa seed proteins are the 11S globulin and 2S albu-
min (35% and 37%, respectively, of the total protein) [9]. The 11S
globulin, chenopodin (Ch), has two heterogeneous sets of polypep-
tides, one acid (22–23 kDa) and one basic (32–39 kDa) which are
joined by disulfide bonds in the native protein [10]. It is known that
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one long precursor, which is later separated by proteolytic cleavage
[11].
The mesoscale properties of the quinoa protein are investigated
here by means of its complex formation with carrageenan (Carr), a
generic name for a family of sulfated polysaccharides obtained from
certain species of red seaweeds, widely used in food industry. They
behave as polyelectrolytes, and are classified into three types: kappa
(κ-), iota (ι-) and lambda (λ-) carrageenan. The ι-Carr is the one used
in this work. It has two sulphate group per disaccharide on its back-
bone, leading to a pKa below 2. Carr are commonly used as stabiliz-
ers, thickeners and gelling agents in food products [12,13].
Although extensive research has been carried out on food pro-
tein–polysaccharide interactions, most has been made using milk [14]
or soy proteins [12]. Despite the high potential economic interest [15],
carrageenan–quinoa protein interactions have not been elucidated yet.
The knowledge of the physical chemical properties of quinoa proteins
(QP) and Carr and the pH effects on the interaction between them
may help to improve the valorization of quinoa. This study can con-
tribute to the understanding of pH effects on the digestibility of food
products based on mixed systems as emulsions or gels. Moreover, the
physical chemistry of these food systems can be analyzed and com-
pared with previous studies contributing to enhance the understanding
of food proteins and their applications in general [16].
Often, experimental and theoretical studies focus on the interac-
tion between proteins and oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, where
the main driving force is related with classical Coulombic interactions.
One topic of both physical chemistry and applied special interest and
less explored in the literature is the peculiar association mechanism
observed for (milk) proteins-polyelectrolytes interactions in regimes
where both carry likely charges, the so-called complex formation “on
the wrong side of pI”. Frequently, there is a research focus on whey
proteins [17,18]. The study of QP-Carr was not explored before and
can contribute with more experimental data to confront theoretical
views and guide the design and applications of protein functionality
both in food and in pharmaceuticals.
These two open issues, i) the lack of data specific for the QP-Carr
system and ii) more experiments at the wrong side of pH regime, will
be discussed in this present work. Our objective is therefore to ex-
amine the influence of pH on physical chemical properties of the QP
and its association with Carr. This work is focused on the use of the
quinoa proteins using the QP in the food industry taking advantage of
all their properties, nutritional and functional. The paper has two parts:
experimental and simulations following the order: applied experimen-
tal methodology, the theoretical modeling, experimental results, simu-
lations data and discussion.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Quinoa partially defatted flour was purchased from Los Andes
(Cochabamba, Bolivia). Content for 100 g flour: 7.25 g humidity,
12.5 g proteins, 3.88 g fat, 74.2 g carbohydrates (being 2.6 g raw
fibers) and 2.17 g ash (being 93.99 mg calcium, 403.93 mg phospho-
rus and 0.521 mg iron). ι-Carr were purchased from Sigma (Sigma
Chemical, St Louis, MO, USA). The rest of the chemical reagents had
analytical quality.
2.2. Quinoa protein isolation and quantification
Quinoa protein isolate (QPI) was prepared using partially defat-
ted, solvent-free, quinoa flour provided as starting material. Aqueous
alkaline (pH 8) protein extract was precipitated at pH 4.5, resuspended
and solubilized at pH 8 in distilled water at a protein concentration of
5% w/w. Dispersion was frozen (−80 °C) and lyophilized.
The protein quantification of stock solutions of QPI was carried
out by Bradford method and the dilutions required for each experiment
were made before use.
2.3. Turbidity measurements versus pH
The turbidity of QP (0.05% w/w), Carr (0.04% w/w) and QP
(0.05% w/w) + Carr (0.04% w/w) was analyzed using a UV/visible
spectrophotometer at 600 nm (Jasco V550), measured versus pH. The
pH variations of the medium were obtained by adding 0.5 M HCl to
initial alkaline solutions and allowing the system to equilibrate before
measuring the turbidity.
2.4. Protein solubility profile
Protein solubility as a function of pH was determined on QP 1.0%
w/w and on mixed systems containing Carr 0.1% w/w in buffer
10 mM Acetate–10 mM Phosphate–10 mM Tris HCl (Ac-Pi-Tris).
Water dispersions were stirred for 1 h at room temperature and pH was
adjusted to the desired value with 0.5 N HCl or NaOH. Dispersions
were centrifuged at 10000g for 10 min at 4 °C, and protein content
was measured by Bradford [19]. Solubility was expressed as a per-
centage (g of soluble protein/100 g of isolate in sample). All solubility
determinations were performed in triplicate.
2.5. Particle size and charge measurements
Particle sizes and charges were determined using a dynamic light
scattering device (Nano Particle Analyzer Horiba SZ-100). Particle
size is reported as the Z-average mean diameter or hydrodynamic di-
ameter (Dh) and the particle charge is reported as ζ-potential (ζ), it
was calculated by Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation directly by the
instrument software [20]. Samples measured were QP (0.05% w/w),
Carr (0.04% w/w) and mixed systems (0.05% w/w QP + 0.04% w/w
Carr), determined at 25 °C in the pH range between 1–9 with a laser of
532 nm as light source (10 mW). Water viscosity and refraction index
were considered 0.000891 kg/m·s and 1.33, respectively. Values of ζ
and Dh were determined in quintuplicate.
2.6. Surface hydrophobicity (S0)
The effect of pH on the relative surface hydrophobicity of the
mixed systems (QP + Carr) respect to the samples containing only QP
or Carr was determined using the fluorescent probe 1-anilino-8-naph-
talene-sulfonate (ANS) [21]. Aliquots of each sample were added to a
3 mL of buffer solution containing a final ANS concentration of 2 μM.
Fluorescence intensity (FI) was measured with an Aminco Bowman
Series 2 spectrofluorometer, at wavelengths of 365 nm (excitation)
and 484 nm (emission). The initial slope (m) of FI vs. biopolymer con-
centration plot was used as an index of protein hydrophobicity (S0).
All determinations were performed in triplicate. The value of the rel-
ative S0 of the QP-Carr mixed systems was calculated, at each pH, as
follows:
being mQP + Carr, mCarr and mQP the initial slope corresponding to the
addition of mixed systems (QP + Carr), only Carr and only QP to the
ANS solution, respectively.
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3. Theoretical modeling
Since the landmark work of J.T.G. Overbeek [22], different the-
oretical approaches from analytical theories to computer simulation
works were used to explain the protein-polyelectrolyte complex for-
mation [18,23]. For systems with opposite charges (e.g. a positively
charged protein attracting a negatively charged polymer), the main
driven force is clearly the ordinary Coulombic attraction. More in-
stigating and challenging is the association of likely-charged objects
that do not follow this basic and well-known rule. At the beginning, it
was frequently argued that apparently paradoxical formation of solu-
ble complexes at conditions where the net charges of the protein and
the polyelectrolyte have the same sign was due to “charged patches”
on the protein surface [24]. However, the Kirkwood and Shumaker
(KS) theory from 1952 [25] indicated that this association could be
due to a special mechanism related with the proton fluctuation that
result in pure electrostatic attractive force. Mutual rearrangements of
the distributions of the charged groups as a consequence of the pertur-
bations in the acid-base equilibrium leads to these fluctuations. They
are measured by a protein property called capacitance (or the “charge
fluctuation parameter”), defined mathematically as
where Z is the valence (or charge number) of the protein in a given
configuration, salt concentration and solution pH. The brackets <> in-
dicate mean values and reflect the fact that amino acids can be proto-
nated at some time, and deprotonated in another time due to the inter-
play of all physical interactions [26,27]. Experimentally, C can also be
quantified as
Following the KS theory, the free energy of interaction [A(R)] between
two charged objects (proteins, polyelectrolytes,…) A and B as a sepa-
ration distance R at a very diluted salt condition is given by
where k is the Boltzmann constant (k=1.3807 × 10−23 J mol−1 K−1),
T is the temperature (in Kelvin) and lb is the Bjerrum length
[lb=e
2/4πe0εskT, where e, ε0, and εs correspond to, respectively, the
elementary charge (e = 1602 × 10−19C), the vacuum permittivity
(ε0=8854 × 10
−12 C2/Nm2) and the solvent dielectric constant]. The
first term of this equation accounts for the usual monopole electro-
static contributions, being repulsive for likely-charged objects, and at-
tractive for oppositely charged bodies. Conversely, the second term
is always attractive and strongly dependent on this intrinsic capac-
ity of the protein to fluctuate its net charge as a function of pH. Salt
screens both terms, and it is more severe with the second one, as dis-
cussed before [28,29]. The KS theory was later tested and confirmed
by computer simulations [23,26,30–32]. This charge regulation theory
has been successfully used to explain milk protein-pectin interactions,
protein–protein complex formation [33] and protein-nanoparticle as-
sociation [29].
In order to understand the molecular mechanism of complex for-
mation between QP-Carr, similar computer experiments of pairs of QP
and Carr in an electrolyte solution at several solution pHs were per-
formed here. Invoking a minimum set of parameters, the used mol-
ecular model was described in details in refs. [26,31,32]. Following
the same model, the protein is assumed to be a rigid object, fixed
at the center of a spherical simulation cell in the presence of mobile
ions (counterions and salt) and described by a collection of charged
hard-spheres of radius Ri modeling its atoms. Normally in such sim-
ulations, the protein atomic coordinates are taken from either crys-
tallographic or NMR structures when available. However, there are
no three-dimensional data available for Ch. Instead, a simple cartoon
of this protein was produced in order to help to rationalize some of
the main electrostatic phenomena. This hypothetical representation of
Ch was generated based only on a geometric criterion and the pro-
tein primary sequence [34]. A more realistic approach would involve
the full coupling between protonation/deprotonation and the config-
urational changes which requires a non-rigid model for the protein.
Nevertheless, it is well-known that these flexible protein models in
constant pH simulations have very slow convergence studying indi-
vidual molecules [35] and this CPU cost would become prohibitive
for protein-polyelectrolyte systems considering the present develop-
ment status of these models. Conversely, the simplified cartoon model
captures the main electrostatic properties of the system as successfully
demonstrated before [26,31,32]. Anisotropic electrostatic interactions
are partially incorporated through the generation of several random
structures. In this work, five random structures for Ch were created
constraining all its amino acids inside a sphere of diameter equals to
40 Å (Rp = 20 Å). Both the linear protein sequence and the peptide
bond lengths were respected in the model construction process. Each
generated random protein structure has a different dipole moment be-
cause of their specific amino acid three-dimensional spatial arrange-
ment. The ionizable amino acids charges are allowed to adjust and
fluctuate as a function of the pH following the same titration scheme
used before [26,31,32].
The surrounding electrolyte solution was modeled by charged
hard-spheres of radius 2.15 Å. These mobile particles are free to move
inside the simulation cell of radius Rcell. Counter-ions were added in
the system to respect the electroneutrality condition. All particles are
kept inside the spherical box via an external potential [Uext(ri)]:
Each two sites i and j (a protein charged atom, a free ion or a polymer
bead) with charge numbers Zi and Zj spatially separated by a distance
rij> Ri + Rj contributes with the electrostatic potential energy [U
ele(rij)]
simply by the classical Coulomb potential:
Due to the proton titration scheme in this constant-pH simulation,
the protein charges are a function of pH and can vary during the cal-
culation, i.e. protein amino acids can either be at the protonated or
deprotonated states during the simulation. For instance, arginine can
have its charge equal to zero (deprotonated) or one (protonated) dur-
ing the sampling, depending on the solution pH, the protonate states
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the polyelectrolyte, the electrical field produced by its charged fields
can also affect the protonation states of all amino acids.
When rij ≤ Ri + Rj, it is necessary to prevent the Coulombic col-
lapse and also to model the characteristic repulsion given by the over-
lap of atomic electron clouds (the Pauli exclusion principle). This is
often done via the hard-sphere potential [Uhs(rij)]:
Combining these expressions, we can define the total configurational
energy [U({rk})]:
where Nc and Ns correspond to the number of counterions and added
salt, respectively. The total number of charges is given by N = Nc +
Ns + NP, where the number of protein charged atoms (NP) is also in-
cluded.
Emulating refs [26,31,32], the Carr structure was modeled by a
single flexible polyelectrolyte chain of Nmom = 21 negatively charged
hard spheres of radius Rmon = 2.15 Å. The number of charged beads
for the polyelectrolyte was chosen based on a reasonable trade-off
between realism and sampling efficiency. For the sake of simplicity,
Carr is assumed to be fully protonated in all the experimental range
(Zmom = −1) and a non-titratable object (Cmom = 0). This is a small ap-
proximation since its pKa < 2. When the polymer chain was present
in the simulation box, the bond interaction potential [βUbond] between
neighboring beads is given by
where β = 1/(kT), ri,i+1 is the spatial separation distance between the
beads i and i+1, and r min is the separation distance corresponding to
the energy minimum for a dimer. As in previous works, it was as-
signed a value of rmin = 4 Å, which results in an average bead–bead
separation of approximately 7.4 Å that reflects the electrostatic inter-
actions between all charged monomers and the thermal fluctuations.
The standard Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) method [36]. with
random translational displacements of all mobile species [added salt,
counter-ions and polyanion beads (when present in the simulation
box)] within the electroneutral cell (Rcell=300 Å) was used to gener-
ate the configurations for analyses. Different sets of simulations were
used: (a) set A – protein in an electrolyte solution (without the poly-
mer chain), and (b) set B – a pair of a protein and a polyelectrolyte
chain in an electrolyte solution. For both sets, simulations were per-
formed in a semi-grand canonical ensemble for the five random Ch
structures following the protocol described before in previous papers
[26,31,32]. Salt concentration was 10 mM, and the solution pH was
in the range between 1 and 11. At least 108 MC simulation cycles
were carried out for the equilibration and production runs. During
the production, physical chemical properties [the averaged net protein
charge number (ZP), the averaged protein charge regulation parameter
(CP) and the averaged protein dipole number (μP)] and free energy de-
rivatives were measured at each experimental condition.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Turbidimetric and solubility
Turbidimetric measurements are particularly useful to study aque-
ous systems composed by proteins and charged polysaccharides (as
Carr) in order to determine if they phase-separate. Homogeneous sys-
tems are characterized by low values of turbidity and the increase in
turbidity in this type of mixed systems is often related to coacervation,
precipitation or flocculation [37].
Fig. 1(A) shows the pH-dependence of the turbidity of QP and
QP+Carr in an Ac-Pi-Tris 10 mM medium. The profile of turbidity ob-
tained for QP is the typical plot corresponding to vegetable proteins
that can be precipitated at its isoelectric pH. As can be observed, tur-
bidity of QP has a maximum between solution pH 2.9 and 5.5, range
which is known to correspond to the lesser solubility of these proteins
(in fact, the QP was obtained by protein precipitation at this pH range).
This turbidity diagram shows that the pH range studied could be di-
vided into three relevant regions, from left to right: R1) the acid re-
gion, R2) the region corresponding to the isoelectric precipitation of
QP, and R3) the neutral-alkaline region.
Fig. 1. A) Turbidimetric behavior of the systems composed by QP 0.05%w/v, Carr
0.04%w/v and QP 0.05%w/v + Carr 0.04%w/v at different pH. Turbidity was deter-
mined as absorbance at 600 nm. B) Solubility of QP 1%w/v, expressed as percentage,
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In the R1 region, the turbidity of the QP+Carr systems is higher
than the turbidity of the systems containing only QP; and the turbidity
increases as the medium becomes more acid. This could be suggesting
that QP and Carr are interacting, probably electrostatically, and form-
ing soluble or non-soluble aggregates. In this pH range, QP and Carr
carry opposite electrical charge (see below the data for the zeta poten-
tial), suggesting that an attractive Coulombic interaction may be tak-
ing place.
At the QP precipitation pH range (R2), the turbidity of the
QP+Carr mixed systems is lesser than the turbidity of the QP. This
could be suggesting that the presence of Carr in the system is di-
minishing the insolubility of QP. When the pH of the suspension for
QP+Carr mixed systems is higher than the pI of the proteins, it is ex-
pected that both biopolymers carry a similar net charge.
At neutral and alkaline pH range (R3), QP+Carr mixed systems
present higher optical density than those corresponding to only QP.
This could be attributed to, at least, one of these two reasons: 1) the
presence of Carr is diminishing the QP solubility at alkaline pH, and
2) the presence of Carr is somehow producing the aggregation of QP
(either, mixed aggregates composed by QP and Carr, or QP aggregates
induced by the addition of Carr).
In order to determine the effect of Carr on the solubility of the QP
in the three different regions, the concentration of QP was determined
both in the absence and in the presence of Carr at different pH val-
ues (Fig. 1B). In fact, as suggested in the turbidimetric experiment, the
solubility of the QP was diminished in the presence of Carr in both ex-
tremes of the pH range, i.e. in the R1 and in the R3 region. However,
the reason for the decrease of the QP solubility in these two regions
is presumably different: i) in R1, QP and Carr would be electrostati-
cally interacting and forming insoluble complexes, and ii) in R3, the
presence of Carr could be producing the self-aggregation of the QP,
probably due to the exclusion of the Carr from the QP surface, i.e.,
due to a depletion flocculation mechanism. On the other hand, there is
a little increase in the solubility of QP in the presence of Carr in the
2.9–5.5 pH range (R2).
4.2. Hydrodynamic diameter
The hydrodynamic diameter of the structures in soluble systems
composed by QP or by QP and Carr was determined by light scat-
tering techniques (Fig. 2). The systems composed by QP shows, for
the entire pH range, only one group, whose diameter increases with
the increase in the pH. This can be seen in vegetable proteins because
they used to form naturally aggregates at basic pH levels [38]. When
Fig. 2. Hydrodynamic diameter of the particles in systems containing QP 0.5 g/L and
QP 0.5 g/L + Carr 0.004 g/L. Medium: Ac-Pi-Tris 10 mM. Temperature: 25 °C.
Carr is also in the media, there are present two populations: I) one
which size corresponds to the size of Carr in solution and II) another,
of higher Dh. This group of higher sizes in the mixed systems could
be assigned to aggregates of QP in the R3 region and to QP-Carr com-
plexes in the R1 and R2 regions.
4.3. ζ-potential
QP and Carr ζ-potential were measured at different pH levels. As
is shown in Fig. 3, QP ζ-potential was positive (up to +11 mV) at pH
lower than 4, while at higher pH values the ζ-potential became nega-
tive (up to −21 mV). These results are in agreement with the previous
results based on the turbidity measurements, where the QP isoelectric
point was around pH 4.5. Carr ζ-potential was negative in all the pH
range (pKa < 2) studied, which is in agreement with the presence of
sulphate groups in the Carr molecule [39].
The dependence of the ζ-potential on pH of the QP+Carr systems
resembles the profile of the ζ-potential of the Carr suspensions. The
increase in the solubility of QP in the R2 region could be an effect of
Carr presence, and insoluble QP could be solubilized due to its inter-
action with Carr. The association of QP with Carr produces the elec-
trostatic repulsion between the negative charges of the QP+Carr com-
plexes. It is worthwhile to note that we are suggesting that the complex
formation is taking place at pH up to 5.5, including the range from 4.5
to 5.5 where both macromolecules carry negative charges. This corre-
sponds to the interaction “on the wrong side of pI” as was mentioned
in the Introduction section.
4.4. Surface hydrophobicity
Fig. 4 shows the dependence on the solution pH of the relative su-
perficial hydrophobicity of the QP-Carr systems. It is remarkable that
in the R2 region, the relative surface hydrophobicity (S0) is about 1,
meaning that there is no statistical difference between the S0 of the QP
and the S0 of the QP-Carr systems. On the other hand, the relative S0 is
less than 1 in R3 region, meaning that the presence of Carr in the sys-
tems is producing a decrease in the S0 of the QP. This hydrophobicity
decrease of the QP in the presence of Carr suggests that the interac-
tions that are taking place involve hydrophobic residues of the protein
surface and are, at least partially, due to hydrophobic interactions. As
it was previously discussed, the aggregates formed in the R3 region
are proposed to be QP-QP, probably due to the preferential exclusion
of the Carr from the protein surface.
Fig. 3. ζ-potential of the particles in systems containing QP 0.05%w/v and QP + Carr
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Fig. 4. Relative hydrophobicity of the particles in systems containing QP 0.05%w/v and
QP + Carr 0.04%w/v. Medium: Ac-Pi-Tris 10 mM. Temperature: 25 °C.
On the other hand, the decrease in the ANS binding to the QP-Carr
systems relative to the QP dispersions in the R1 may be not only re-
lated with the change in the hydrophobicity but also with the change
in the superficial charge of the particles. The ANS molecule is neg-
atively charged and its charge is probably responsible for some de-
gree of electrostatic interaction to the positively charged QP in the R1;
however, as the interaction of QP with Carr modifies the superficial
charge of the particles, as is was shown above, this could be affecting
the ANS binding more than the hydrophobicity of the studied systems.
4.5. Theoretical data
Numerical simulations can provide quantitative insights into the
relevant molecular mechanisms that are driven the protein-polyelec-
trolyte interaction at all solution pH levels. [23,26,32] A quantitative
and completely detailed way to describe QPI–Carr would be quite dif-
ficult because the QPI is not fully characterized and the full descrip-
tion of Carr would require prohibitive high CPU costs. Previous stud-
ies of Brinergar [9,10] have shown that the 34% of the QPI consists
of Ch, for which the mRNA sequence is known and available. There-
fore, for the sake of convenience, molecular simulations can follow a
simplified route and concentrate on Ch. This leads to a semi-qualita-
tively description of the physicochemical interactions between one of
the major proteins contained in the isolate, Ch, and a NCP simplified
as a set of negative charged spheres connected by a harmonic spring
model.
In the experimental section above, combining the different experi-
mental measurements, three different pH regions are identified: a) R1:
pH ≤ 2.9, where Coulombic attractive forces between the negatively
charged Carr and the positively charged QPI favors the formation of
QPI-Carr complexes; b) R2: 2.9 < pH < 5.5, where the experimental
data suggest that the charge regulation mechanism can overcome the
electrostatic repulsion that may take place (and an attraction can still
be observed); c) R3: pH ≥ 5.5, when both molecules are negatively
charged, and a pure Coulombic repulsion regime is observed.
The understanding of the physical reasons for these three regions
becomes clearer when combining the experimental analyses with the
theoretical approach. From the computer simulations, the titration plot
given in Fig. 5A indicates a pI equals to 6.9 for the hypothetical Ch
model which is higher than the pI for the QPI (pI estimated to be
4.5) [40]. In the literature, values in the interval of 5.0–6.5 are found
[6]. This computed titration behavior was obtained for a system with
Fig. 5. A) The simulated averaged charge number of the protein Ch as a function of pH.
The salt concentration is 10 mM and the protein concentration is 58.7 mM. Data from
the five random Ch structures was averaged. The corresponding estimated deviations
are illustrated in the plot with error bars. B) The simulated averaged charge regulation
parameter of the Ch as a function of pH. The salt concentration is 10 mM and the pro-
tein concentration is 58.7 mM. Data from the five random Ch structures was averaged.
The corresponding estimated deviations are illustrated in the plot with error bars.
a single Ch molecule in an electrolyte solution (the polyelectrolyte
was absent in this set of calculations). The errors bars indicate that the
five random models give similar results for pH values closer to the
pI. The smallest errors are observed at pI indicating that the random
models are not affecting its prediction. In fact, as demonstrated before,
pI can be reasonable well estimated from the polypeptide amino acid
composition [41].
The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental data
might be a result of the discrepancy of the simulation and the experi-
mental conditions. Moreover, Ch was assumed to be able to describe
the experimental behavior of QPI. The error bars increase as pH de-
parts from the pI in both acid and basic regimes. This implies that
at these pHs, protein conformation has a marked effect on the titra-
tion. Based on this data (and assuming only monopole electrostatic in-
teractions), the Coulombic attractive regime should be observed for
pH < 6.9. At pH > 6.9, where both protein and polyelectrolyte are neg-
atively charged, Coulombic repulsive forces would make the complex
formation impossible.
A similar plot for the protein charge regulation parameter varying
with pH is given in Fig. 5B. This protein property varies with pH as a
consequence of the number of amino acid residues that titrate around
each pH. Since charge fluctuations are largest when pH ≈ pKa of a
certain residue, CP of a protein rich in say, glutamic acid will peak
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where the attractive electrostatic interactions predicted by KS are also
higher (Kirkwood & Shumaker) [25]. In general, the CP values for
Ch are larger than observed for several other food proteins [25,32].
Around pH 7, CP ≈ 2 which, as seen by Eq. (4), can contribute to
non-negligible attractive interactions. From this data, it can be antici-
pated the QPI-Carr complex formation on the wrong side of pI due to
the (always attractive) charge regulation contribution, supporting the
experimental data.
All the three regimes were identified by the computed radial dis-
tribution functions [g(r)] as a function of the separation distance (r)
for the polymer beads-protein center – see Fig. 5(A). It becomes eas-
ier to see these regimes plotting g(r)·r2 as a function of r. This plot
enhances the possible regimes: a) at acidic pH, Coulombic attraction
due to the oppositely charges between QPII and Carr; b) intermediate
pH range, attraction due to the charge regulation mechanism [includ-
ing the so called “complex formation of the wrong side of pI” – in this
case, pI = 6.9 as seen in Fig. 5A], and (c) at alkaline pH Coulombic re-
pulsion are the dominant driving force prohibiting the QPII-Carr com-
plex formation. The sharp peaks observed at the Coulombic attrac-
tive condition becomes lower as pH is increased to the basic regimes.
Peaks become smaller and narrower. Fig. 6 identifies that the electro-
static attraction around pI for pH > pI is not so tightly as observed for
pH ≪ pI. This indicates that part of the polyelectrolyte is in contact
with the protein surface while another part of the chain is floating sep-
arated of the surface in the electrolyte solution. Indeed, the KS pre-
dicts an attraction shorter in the range (1/r2) when compared to the
longer range Coulombic interaction (1/r).
Fig. 6. Computed free energy derivatives as a function of the separation distance be-
tween the protein center and the polyelectrolyte beads at 10 mM of salt at different so-
lution pHs. (A) radial distribution function [g(r)]. (B) g(r)·r2. Data from the five random
Ch structures were averaged. Different lines represent each regime: dashed (Coulom-
bic attraction), dashed-point (attraction due the charge regulation mechanism) and solid
(Coulombic repulsion).
4.6. Experimental and computational results comparison
In order to qualitatively compare the experimental results and the
theoretical simulations, relative magnitudes quantifying the interac-
tion were defined and showed in Fig. 7:
• Turbidityrel = (higher turbidity value observed – lower turbidity
value observed)/higher turbidity value observed
• Predicted interactionrel = (higher free energy derivate observed-
lower positive value observed)/higher free energy derivate observed.
From the five Ch 3D models by randomization were made and, the
interaction between Ch and NCP was quantified by means of free en-
ergy derivatives from the radial distribution function from the separa-
tion distance between both mass centers. The results presented in Fig.
7 are the average from the five random forms of Ch calculated.
5. Conclusion
Quinoa protein is an important trend in the industrial scenario that
still needs more research studies. Its interactions with food polyelec-
trolytes is one of the properties that requires more understanding to
support commercial applications. This was the main problem investi-
gated here as a function of solution pH. Different complex formation
regimes could be identified for the QPI-Carr system. There are three
distinct regions observed both by the experimental and simulated re-
sults as showed in Fig. 7. They are characterized by ordinary Coulom-
bic interactions and the peculiar charge regulation mechanism.
It is noted that despite the pH values of the limits of these re-
gions differing in each approach, there is an agreement in the ob-
served behavior. The limit between regions 1 and 2 (from pure attrac-
tive Coulombic interaction to the charge regulation interaction regime)
takes place when the relative interaction magnitude is around 0.6.
The limit between R2 and R3 (from the charge regulation mechanism
regime to the repulsive interaction regime) was identified as the pH at
which the relative interaction magnitude became null.
The quantitative differences between the region limits can be as-
signed to many factors such as: the sensitivity of turbidimetry meth-
ods not comparable with the simulations results accuracy, QPI is not
fully characterized by the approximated hypothetical model adopted
for Ch, the flexible chain model used for Carr, the lack of both the hy-
drophobic effect (due to the use of a continuum solvent model) and
Fig. 7. Effect of pH on the experimental interaction between QPI and Carr (•) and on the
simulated interactionbetween Ch and NCP (black lines). Experimental regions defined
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other interactions such as protein–protein since only a single pair of
protein- polyelectrolyte was simulated. The latter is directly related
with the different hierarchical scales between the experimental (meso-
scopic scale) and simulated (molecular scale) conditions. The simula-
tion would just allow explaining the physical- chemical factors affect-
ing this process in the experiments, in spite of their intrinsically limi-
tations.
However, the simulations allow qualitative characterization of the
interaction between QPI and Carr, explaining the experimental find-
ings and contributing to the understanding of the molecular mecha-
nisms behind the experimentally observed quantities. The charge reg-
ulation mechanism often seen in biological and biotechnological sys-
tems [27,29,32,43] was again observed for another food protein sys-
tem. This contributes to demonstrate how general and important this
mechanism is despite it being relatively new in the food protein litera-
ture.
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